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INTRODUCTION 
With the concomitant increase in the amount of man-made debris and an ever increasing use of spacc satellites, the 
issuc of accidental collisions with particlcs bccomes morc severe. While the natural micrometeoroid population is 
unavoidablc and assumed constant, continued launchcs increase tllc dcbris population at a stcady rate.'.' Dcbris 
currently includes items ranging in size from microns to meters which originated from spent satcllitcs and rocket 
cascs. To understand and model thcsc environments, impact damage in the form of craters and perforations must 
be analyzed. Returned spacecraft materials such as those from LDEF and Solar Max have provided such a tcstbed. 
From Lllcse space-aged samples various impact parametcrs (i.e., particle sizc, particle and target material, particle 
shape, relative impact speed, etc.) may be detetermined. Thcse types of analyses require the use of generic analytic 
scaling laws which can adequately dcscribe the impact eficcts. Currently, most existing analytic scaling laws arc 
little morc than curve-fits to limilcd data and are not bascd on physics, and thus are not gencrically applicable ovcr 
a wide range of impact parametcrs. During this study, we havc generated a scrics of physics-based scaling laws for 
normal and oblique crater and perforation formation into two types of materials: aluminum and Teflon. 

BACKGROUND 
Due to orbital mechanics and satellite gcometrics, vcry icw impacts involve "normal" collisions. Christianscn' has 
shown that the angle of approach modifies the resulting penetration, thus, in order to correctly interpret the 
environment and the consequential impact eDTects, h e  cffect of obliquity must be properly understood. Similarly, 
density of both the projectile and target must be known. Prescntly, it is assumcd that most rnicromctcoroids havc a 
dcnsity of -0.5 glcm' ('I while the dcbris value is -4.7 dcm' for particlcs <1 cm, and dccrcascs with particlc sizc' 
since most large pieces are not chunky pseudo-spheres, but rather odd-shaped items which, on average behave as if 
partly porous. In addition, target and projectile yield strengths, fracture strength, and melt energy properlies must 
also be understood. . 

DAMAGE INTERPRETATION AND MODELLLNG 
Impact damagc ranges from simple pitting, erosion and cratering for impacts into plastically yielding materials, 
through conchoidal and star cracking for brittle targets, to complete perforation, large-scale 
spallationlfragmentation, and material mclting and vaporization. LDEF data indicate additional effects, such as 
delaminations of multilayered matcrial and the gcncration of rings of cjccted material, andlor permanently 
deformed material. These impact effccts may be enhanced by the introduction of thermal cycling, W and A 0  
embrittlement and erosion. These effects may be synergistic and may altcr material properties so as to modify 
impact cratering, star cracking and perforation effects. 

To correctly interpret the space environment, the resulting modcs of impact damage and the potential methods 
which may be employable to mitigatc thc effects, one MUST properly understand thc rules of impact damagc. 
Unfortunately, existing experimental facilities cannot rcplicate the complct range of conditions. As a rcsult, one 
must rcly on cithcr extrapolation of cxpcrimental data obtaincd at lowcr spccds or with non-typical malcrials, or 
from computer models. Although computer modelling eases Lhe interprctation of material responses, it does not 
necessarily provide all the required data and is expensive and time consuming: thus the need for analytic scaling 
laws. 

WATTS' SCALING LAWS 
Many scaling laws are simple curve-fits to limited data derived by investigators fitting their own data. These laws 
rarely agree on the proper power index to be applied to impact velocities or densities, nor do they agree on whether 
to use such terms as hardness numbers or yield strengths. Also, these parameters are often only applied to the 
target and not the impactor, despite the fact that one must deal with both bodies. These are but a few of the 
problcms evident in the current scaling laws. 
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Kccping tliese conditions in mind, using actual spacecraft data, CTH' hydrocode computer modcls and, laboratory 
data, POD has dcvcloped gcncrically applicable scaling laws for prcdicting cratcr diameters, penetration dcpths, 
and die Ballistic Limit perforation conditions for both aluminum and Teflon for any impact angle of incidence; 
cquations 1, 2, 3 respectively. 
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In addition, POD has also developed and validated criteria for prcdicting partial and complete projectile ricochets; 
equations 4 and 5, respectively. 

Equation 3 actually has TWO parts, one relating to the crater depth, and one relating to the reflection of the shock 
pulse from the target rcar surface. The former term depends on tensile strength and has roughly a 213 index for 
impact speed, while the latter tcrm depends on tcnsile strength and has roughly a unit index for impact speed. 
Thus, both targct yicld strength and tcnsilc strcngth are strong drivcrs for dctcrmining pcrforations.Thcsc 
equations satisfy dimensional analysis; howcvcr, thcse equations were derived from physics and thus s d c r  none 
of the irregularities which hamper the other existing scaling laws. In comparisons to CTH hydrodynamic code 
calculations, these equations closcly matched thc predictions for both aluminum and Teflon. In comparison with 
cspcrimcntal data" thcsc cquations also closcly matchcd t l ~ c  data for aluminum and Tcflon. 
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